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Claim 1. Apparatus for punching, transferring and subsequently operating on flat workpieces comprising:

controlled punching apparatus having first workpiece supporting means, and workpiece positioning means including primary workpiece gripping clamps and means for moving the primary workpiece clamps in the X and Y axes;

separate workpiece operating means for receiving the workpiece and performing some subsequent operation on the workpiece, and having second workpiece supporting means independent of said first workpiece supporting means, and means on said punching apparatus independent of said primary workpiece clamps for engaging the workpiece at a predetermined location thereon relative to said primary workpiece clamps and transferring the workpiece into a predetermined location on said separate workpiece operating means and in a predetermined alignment.
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Complete Specification for the invention entitled:
"PUNCHING-FABRICATING APPARATUS INTERFACE MECHANISM AND SYSTEM"

The following statement is a full description of this invention, including the best method of performing it known to us:-
This invention relates to a system of punching, transferring, shearing, stacking, and/or forming is employed. An interface transferring mechanism is integrally provided on the punching apparatus and has a secondary workpiece gripping clamp alignable with the primary workpiece gripping clamps of the punching apparatus. A pivotal arm supports the secondary workpiece gripping clamp and is operable to pivot the workpiece off the workpiece supporting table of the punching apparatus and onto a stacking mechanism, shearing table, forming apparatus or the like. When used with the shearing apparatus, the secondary workpiece gripping clamp can be fed toward the shearing blade by the workpiece positioning means of the punching apparatus. An automatic folding machine includes a transfer table suitable for moving the workpiece to an inclined workpiece supporting surface on the folding machine. The transfer table includes retractable frictional conveyor belts that control movement of the workpiece so that it may be raised to an inclined position and positively fed at a controlled rate onto the inclined supporting surface.

Field of the Invention

This invention pertains to sheet material fabricating apparatus and more particularly, to automatically controlled systems for punching and performing subsequent fabricating operations on sheet material workpieces and to an interface transferring mechanisms between punching apparatus
and subsequent fabricating apparatus.

Description of the Prior Art

Heretofore, the fabricating of sheet material including the punching, shearing, forming and like operations, has been carried out on individual independently operated pieces of equipment with the generally accepted mode of transferring the workpiece between the various equipment being manual or by the use of another independent transferring mechanism. As a result, the independent operations were always uncoordinated leading to time-consuming transferring operations and to the expense of several independent pieces of equipment which frequently were incompatible with each other.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of this invention to provide a system of integrating punching, shearing, forming or like operations suitable for fabricating sheet material.

Accordingly the invention consists in apparatus for punching, transferring and subsequently operating on flat workpieces comprising:

controlled punching apparatus having first workpiece supporting means, and workpiece positioning means including primary workpiece gripping clamps and means for moving the primary workpiece clamps in the X and Y axes;

separate workpiece operating means for receiving the workpiece and performing some subsequent operation on the workpiece, and having second workpiece supporting means independent of said first workpiece supporting means, and

means on said punching apparatus independent of said primary workpiece clamps for engaging the workpiece at a predetermined location thereon relative to said primary workpiece
clamps and transferring the workpiece onto a predetermined location on said separate workpiece operating means and in a predetermined alignment.

Basically, the system objects of this invention are obtained in the preferred form of the invention by integrally connecting workpiece transferring means onto the punching apparatus and tying it directly to the controls of the punching apparatus. The transferring means thus automatically moves the workpiece to a subsequent fabricating apparatus, such as a shearing, welding, corner shearing, hole countersinking, forming apparatus, or the like, or merely loads the workpiece onto a stack or conveyor. By making the transferring means an integral component of the punching apparatus, it is readily coordinated with the movements of the workpiece positioning means of the punching apparatus, both in its operation sequence, and its ability to receive the workpiece when the punching operation is completed. By making the transferring means an integral component of the punching apparatus, the transferring means becomes merely another inexpensive component of the punching apparatus, rather than an independent costly mechanism requiring its own means of support and expensive compatible control circuitry for tying in with the punching apparatus. For example, alignment of the transferring mechanism with the workpiece positioning means of the punching apparatus takes
place during the manufacture of the punching apparatus and remains perfectly aligned during subsequent installation in the customer's plant.

When the subsequent fabricating operation is an operation that requires further movement of the workpiece in a direction parallel to the Y axis of the punching apparatus, as in a shearing operation, the integral interconnection of the transferring means to the workpiece positioning means of the punching apparatus advantageously allows the controls and workpiece positioning means of the punching apparatus to be used to move the workpiece through the subsequent fabricating apparatus. When the subsequent fabricating operation employs forming or folding, it may advantageously be coordinated with the apparatus disclosed in my earlier co-pending application entitled "N.C. Automatic Folding Machine," Serial Number 486,062, filed October 4, 1971.

The system can be used to its optimum advantage by combining a punching apparatus with two integral transferring mechanisms to deliver workpieces to both a shearing apparatus and a forming apparatus or other suitable fabricating apparatus.

One of the key features of the invention is the transferring mechanism itself. The mechanism advantageously employs a workpiece gripping clamp similar to the type utilized conventionally in punch presses so that it may act on an edge of the workpiece irrespective of the pattern or
type of holes that are placed in the workpiece during the punching operation. Regardless of the subsequent stacking or fabricating operation employed, the workpiece gripping clamp being integrally connected to the punching apparatus can both support the workpiece and control its position. In the preferred form of the invention, a pivotal arm is employed to position the workpiece gripping clamp so that the workpiece can be swung off the punching apparatus and onto another table positioned closely adjacent thereto. A preferred application for the transferring mechanism is in conjunction with the punching apparatus illustrated in my earlier co-pending patent application entitled "Punch Press", serial number 443,640, filed February 49, 1974. The transferring mechanism by being integral is thus inexpensive and well coordinated to the punching apparatus.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES OF THE DRAWINGS.

Fig. 1 is a perspective illustration of a punching and fabricating system embodying the principles of the invention and employing the unique transferring means of the invention.

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary plan of the apparatus shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a side elevation of the apparatus shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4 is a schematic plan illustrating one form of the system employing the principles of the invention and in which the subsequent fabricating operation employs a forming apparatus.

Fig. 5 is a side elevation of the system shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary side elevation of the transfer table shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7 is a schematic plan of a system employing two subsequent fabricating operations in which a shearing apparatus and a forming apparatus are employed.

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary vertical section looking generally in the direction of arrows 8-8 in Fig. 7 but with the transferring mechanism 12 shifted to the left with parts broken for clarity.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The system illustrated in Fig. 1 employs a numerically controlled punch press 10 of the type illustrated in my co-pending application, Serial number 443,640, filed February 49, 1974, the description of which is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part hereto. The punch press is automatically controlled by a numerical control means 11 of the type conventionally employed in this field. In addition, of course, the punch press and subsequent fabricating operations embodied in this invention, can be
controlled manually by a conventional remote push button control console. The advantages of the invention are best obtained, however, by the complete automation of the entire system. The transferring means 12 is integrally connected to the punch press and is positionable adjacent a transfer table 14 employed in conjunction with a forming apparatus 16, preferably of the type illustrated in said co-pending application, Serial Number 486,062, the description of which is hereby incorporated and made a part hereof by reference thereto. Although the system may take various forms, and the transferring means is employable for various uses, for the purposes of clarity the system will first be described in conjunction with a subsequent forming operation.

The punching apparatus 10 employs a turret 18 having various punches and dies, a workpiece supporting table 19, having in the preferred embodiment movable de tables 20, and workpiece positioning means 22 of the type employing conventional primary workpiece gripping clamps 24a and 24b. With this type of punching apparatus, a workpiece W is manually fed from a stack S into the clamps at a loading station adjacent the stack. Subsequent operation of the punching apparatus will carry the workpiece through an entire punching operation under the control of the numerical control 11, finally delivering the workpiece to a position where it is ready for transfer or discharge by the transfer means 12.
The clamps 24a and 24b each employ conventional automatically controlled means 25 for opening and closing the clamps on the workpiece.

As is readily apparent in Fig. 4 the transferring means 22 employs a secondary workpiece gripping clamp 26 having an identical means 25 for opening and closing the clamp. The clamp 26 is alignable as shown in Fig. 4 with the clamps 24a and 24b so that insertion of the workpiece W is accomplished by merely moving the workpiece along the X axis while completely retracted along the Y axis. By having the clamps all manufactured as an integral part of the punching apparatus this alignment can be set at the time of manufacture and be readily maintained throughout the useful life of the punching apparatus. The clamp 26 is secured at the end of an arm 28 which in a manner to be described in more detail below, is swingable about an arc for carrying the workpiece supporting side table 20 and simultaneously rotating the workpiece 90°.

The transfer table 14 employs a stationary frame 30 upon which is mounted a frame 31 tiltable about a pivot 37. In the preferred embodiment, a plurality of tubular bars 32 are fixed to the frame 30 and are transversely spaced across the frame 31. The frame 31 rests between the bars and carries conveying means 34 for moving the workpiece onto an inclined surface 33 of the forming apparatus 16.
The conveying means 34 includes a plurality of rubberized belts 35, entrained about a set of sheaves which are mounted on cross-shafts secured to the tiltable frame. The tiltable frame thus raises the belts above the bars 32. As is readily apparent, the workpiece can be slid over the bars 32 while the belts 35 are retracted, but after the belts are raised by air cylinder and links means 36a, 38, the workpiece will cling to the belts even though tilted to the inclined position shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Subsequent downward movement of the belts will allow the workpiece to be positively moved at a controlled rate and without unwanted rotation as it is moved onto the inclined surface of the forming apparatus 16.

In the preferred embodiment, the forming apparatus employs stops 40 which position the workpiece W through the forming operation. The stops are accurately aligned and are movable upwardly along the inclined surface 33 to feed the workpiece past the forming anvil and punch 19 of the forming apparatus. In this preferred apparatus, the stops 40 are raised to their uppermost position to receive the workpiece W being fed by the belts 35. If the workpiece is slightly askew when it reaches the stops, it will be stopped at its most advanced corner and be continually positively fed by the belts. The belts will allow slight slippage to straighten the workpiece as it is fed until all of the stops 40 are engaged by the leading edge of the workpiece. At this time,
the workpiece is perfectly aligned for the forming operation. After the piece is formed, as more clearly described in said application Serial Number 186,062 the workpiece is removed by a discharge conveyor 42.

A cut-out 48 is provided in the table 14 to allow the arm 28 to pass adjacent the table. The cut-out in the embodiment illustrated terminates adjacent the longitudinal centerline of the table so that the workpiece positioning means of the punching apparatus 10 can move smaller workpieces parallel to the Y axis to center the workpiece transversely on the table 14 for central delivery to the forming apparatus 16.

In the embodiment of the system illustrated in Fig. 7, the details of the punching apparatus 10 are identical to that of the embodiment shown in Fig. 4. Positioned closely adjacent the opposite table 20, however, is a shearing apparatus 50 of conventional type. As is well known, shearing apparatus employs an elongated shearing blade 54 and a table 55. One section of the table is provided with retractable workpiece supporting balls 57. The balls are retracted in generally the same manner as in the worktable 19 as described in application Serial No. 143,040. More specifically, the balls rest in sockets 58 and are supported on elongated cam rods 59. The cam rods each have two cam plates fixed to an end thereof. An outer cam plate 60 has a slot 61 that is
engaged by a spring biased pin 62 to rotate the cam bar clockwise as viewed in Fig. 7. An inner cam plate 63 has a slot 64 that is engaged by a second spring biased pin 65 to rotate the cam bars counterclockwise. The pins 62 and 65 are mounted on a slider 66 that is secured to the underside of the movable table 20 of the pinch press. Thus movement of the arm 28 along the table 55 will avoid interference with the balls 57 by automatically retracting them as the arm approaches in a direction parallel to the Y axis. Sufficient balls are removed from the main section of the table 55 to allow the clamp 26 to move freely over the table when travelling toward the shear blade 54. Parts sheared from the workpiece may be collected in a box or conveyor 56 in a well known manner.

As can be readily seen, the punching apparatus has two transferring means 12 so that the workpiece can be delivered after punching to either the shearing apparatus or the forming apparatus.

The operation of the shearing apparatus of the embodiment shown in Fig. 7 is performed by moving the punched workpiece to position W1. In this position, the workpiece is engaged by the clamp 26. Next the arm 28 rotates the workpiece 90° into position W2. From here on, the workpiece can be released from the arm and the completely independent control of the shearing apparatus 50
employed to take over the operation of the shear and the feeding of the workpiece through the shear. It is a unique feature of this invention, however, that the numerical control and workpiece positioning mechanism of the punching apparatus can continue to feed the workpiece through the shearing apparatus greatly simplifying the controls for the shearing apparatus. For this purpose, the clamp 26 retains control of the workpiece and the workpiece positioning means of the punching apparatus continues to move the side table 20 and thus the arm 28 along the Y axis, past the shearing blade. The position of the workpiece W3 illustrates the position of the workpiece when the transfer arm 28 has been moved along the Y axis by the workpiece positioning mechanism of the punching apparatus.

The unique transferring means 12 of this invention, is best illustrated in detail in Fig. 2 and 3. The punching apparatus has a framework 67 which contains a pivot 9. The arm 28 is pivotally mounted on the pivot 9 and is movable through an arc to a pneumatic cylinder 70 and its piston rod 71. The piston rod is pinned to the arm 28 whereas the cylinder is pivotally mounted in pins 60 that are secured to the frame 67. Extension of the piston rod 71 thus swings the arm 28 through its $90^\circ$ arc from the position illustrated in Fig. 2.

While the preferred embodiments of the invention
have been illustrated and described, it should be understood that alternatives and modifications will be readily apparent to one skilled in the art without departing from the principles of the invention.

Accordingly, the invention is not to be limited to the specific embodiments described.
The claims defining the invention are as follows:

1. Apparatus for punching, transferring and subsequently operating on flat workpieces comprising:

   controlled punching apparatus having first workpiece supporting means, and workpiece positioning means including primary workpiece gripping clamps and means for moving the primary workpiece clamps in the X and Y axes;

   separate workpiece operating means for receiving the workpiece and performing some subsequent operation on the workpiece, and having second workpiece supporting means independent of said first workpiece supporting means, and

   means on said punching apparatus independent of said primary workpiece clamps for engaging the workpiece at a predetermined location thereon relative to said primary workpiece clamps and transferring the workpiece onto a predetermined location on said separate workpiece operating means and in a predetermined alignment.

2. The apparatus of claim 1 said transferring means being coupled to said workpiece positioning means for moving the workpiece in at least the X axis, said operating means including shearing means having a blade and a workpiece supporting table, said punching apparatus including control means for actuating the workpiece positioning means for positioning the workpiece both in the punching apparatus and also in the shearing means whereby the control means for the punching apparatus are operative to position the workpiece for subsequent shearing.

3. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein said punching apparatus including said control means for actuating said workpiece positioning means, said transferring means, and said shearing means are all automatically numerically controlled
whereby punching, transferring and shearing are all done automatically from prearranged program or programs.

4. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said separate workpiece operating means include forming means having a workpiece supporting surface and a transfer table for receiving the workpiece and passing it to the workpiece supporting surface.

5. The apparatus of claim 4 said transfer table including workpiece supporting members, conveyor means positionable above said supporting means for moving the workpiece off said table and positionable below said supporting members to allow the transferring means to slide the workpiece onto the table without interference from said conveyor, said workpiece supporting surface of said forming means being inclined, means for tilting said conveyor means into alignment with said workpiece supporting surface of said forming means for moving the workpiece off the table onto said supporting surface of said forming means.

6. The apparatus of claim 5 said conveyor including means for holding said workpiece against sliding while inclined whereby movement of the workpiece off said transfer table is controlled by movement of the conveyor.

7. The apparatus of claim 6 said supporting members including a plurality of spaced tubular bars, said conveyor and workpiece holding means including a plurality of highly frictional belts movable above and below said bars whereby said belts when extending above said bars can move the workpiece straight and at a controlled rate onto said supporting surface of said forming means.

8. The apparatus of claim 1 said operating means including a forming apparatus.
9. The apparatus of claim 1 said means on said punching apparatus for engaging the workpiece including a secondary workpiece gripping clamp alignable with said primary workpiece gripping clamps, means for mounting said secondary workpiece gripping clamp on said punching apparatus for moving said secondary workpiece gripping clamp off said first workpiece supporting means and onto said operating means.

10. The apparatus of claim 9 said mounting and moving means for said secondary workpiece gripping clamp including an arm pivotally coupled with said workpiece positioning means of said punching apparatus and an extendable actuator for pivoting said arm.

11. The apparatus of claim 9 said punching apparatus including numerically controlled means for actuating said workpiece positioning means to move said primary workpiece gripping clamps to a loading station, thence through punching operations and finally into alignment with said secondary workpiece gripping clamp at a transferring station for placing the workpiece in said secondary workpiece gripping clamp, and automatically closing the secondary workpiece gripping clamp and opening the primary workpiece gripping clamps to effect transfer of the workpiece.

12. The apparatus of claim 11 wherein said workpiece supporting means of said punching apparatus includes a table movable with said workpiece positioning means and wherein said mounting and moving means for said secondary workpiece gripping clamp is mounted on said movable table.

13. The apparatus of claim 1 including second transferring means on the opposite side of said punching apparatus from said means on said punching apparatus for engaging the
the workpiece, and second workpiece operating means positioned adjacent said second transferring means for receiving the workpiece from said punching means.

14. The apparatus of claim 13 said first workpiece operating means including a forming apparatus, said second operating means including a shearing apparatus.
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